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Abstract. Governments typically store large amounts of personal information
on their citizens, such as a home address, marital status, and occupation, to offer
public services. Because governments consist of various governmental agencies, multiple copies of this data often exist. This raises concerns regarding data
consistency, privacy, and access control, especially under recent legal frameworks such as GDPR. To solve these problems, and to give citizens true control
over their data, we explore an approach using the decentralised Solid ecosystem, which enables citizens to maintain their data in personal data pods. We
have applied this approach to two high-impact use cases, where citizen information is stored in personal data pods, and both public and private organisations
are selectively granted access. Our findings indicate that Solid allows reshaping
the relationship between citizens, their personal data, and the applications they
use in the public and private sector. We strongly believe that the insights from
this Flemish Solid Pilot can speed up the process for public administrations and
private organisations that want to put the users in control of their data.
Keywords: Personal data, decentralisation, GDPR, Solid, Linked Data.
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Introduction

With the introduction of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), the European Commission has provided a legal framework that aims to empower individuals
in taking control of their personal information [10]. Such control is not necessarily a
disadvantage to parties processing personal information: when used properly, GDPR
can actually facilitate data flows that used to be much more complicated. GDPR,
however, is mostly known for its complex legal effects on European companies dealing with large-scale personal data and may cost them significant resources in order to
achieve and maintain legal compatibility. While international and multinational companies also have to respect GDPR rights for European data subjects, even when they
do not have a physical European presence, several arge players are—to put it light-
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ly—slow with a correct adoption of GDPR. This has created a perverse reverse effect,
where European companies that try to respect GDPR become less preferred as business partners, losing revenue to non-European companies that are more “relaxed”
with GDPR adoption [14].
Not all organisations that are subject to GDPR have questionable or malicious intent: some of them experience genuine difficulties in trying to adhere to the legal
obligations. This is definitely the case for local, regional and national governments,
which need personal data to provide the services their citizens require. Governmental
structures consist of multiple layers, and every layer consists of its agencies with their
own data needs and processes that have grown historically. As a result, citizen data is
spread across many places in many copies, leading to complex legal questions as well
as numerous inconsistencies and repeated requests for data that is already present in
other government administrations. These governments are a demanding party for a
legally compliant technical solution to simplify all of their data needs.
The majority of data processes at the government level nowadays essentially aim to
tackle the problem of how to move data as frictionless as possible from point A to B.
Not only does this create a lot of technical challenges between the many different
points, it also becomes a complex legal matter when a governmental ”data train”
needs to pass by stations A, B, C, and D, where B and C are not legally allowed to see
all of the data that A and D can. As such, complex processes exist to verify precisely
what the access rights of B and C are, and to then reintegrate their results when pushing the data to D. A telling example is a low-emission zone (LEZ) in which certain
vehicles are not allowed in a city centre, or only under certain conditions, because
they emit too many harmful substances. In Flanders, a vehicle is linked to a natural
person. When entering a LEZ, federal information linking the license plate to the
owner is combined with regional data indicating whether a person has a disability;
finally the data is processed and the decision whether the vehicle is allowed is passed
on to the city.
The Solid ecosystem [2, 15, 21] provides an answer by proposing a personal data
pod for every citizen, such that all of their public and private data remains in one
place. Instead of moving data between A and D, each of the agencies asks for permission to view a highly specific part of the data. That way, data does not have to be
moved around, and GDPR compliance can be assessed automatically for every single
data request. Control over personal data in our online and offline lives is a trending
topic and therefore researched intensely [7, 16, 17, 19, 20, 22, 23, 26]. The key concept is that people can choose where they store their personal data, which build upon
the principles of decentralisation. Blockchain is regularly referred to in this context as
a solution for the management of personal data [7, 26]. Blockchain is a way for different parties who do not know each other to come to an agreement without the need
for a referee or a trusted third party. This principle is essential, for example, for organising payments without a central bank or central manager, as the decentralised
digital currency Bitcoin does [5]. Blockchains replicate data across many nodes.
However, often, initiatives use Blockchain when this trusted third party is not required at all. If you have a central player or if the different parties trust each other,
then you don't need a blockchain. Also, the immutability character of Blockchain,
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which implies that data cannot be deleted, might be a challenge in the context of
article 17 of the GDPR that gives people the right to erase their personal data [7, 8]
In this article, we explore the perspectives of control over personal data, and discuss two particular use cases that we have implemented using Solid. Solid provides a
Web-based ecosystem that builds upon open standards and conventions [24]. According to Harrison, Pardo & Cook [12] an ecosystem is a metaphor often used to “convey
a sense of the interdependent social systems of actors, organisations, material infrastructures, and symbolic resources that must be created in technology-enabled, information-intensive social systems" [p. 900]. A telling example of digital ecosystems are
open data ecosystems [25]. Open Data refers to the obligation of the government to
make their non-privacy-sensitive and non-confidential data freely available on the
Web [13]. The open data reusers depend on the data and metadata from the data providers, while the providers depend on the feedback of the reusers to increase the data
quality [18, 25]. Albeit all the actors in the open data ecosystem are interdependent to
develop their business efficiently and effectively, public administrations and policymakers are in the best position to bootstrap these open government ecosystems [12].
Zuiderwijk, Janssen & Davis state that the open data ecosystem challenges are related
to “policy, licenses, technology, financing, organisation, culture, and legal frameworks and are influenced by ICT infrastructures” [25]. The challenges of open data
ecosystems, which rewired the “one-way street” into a “bidirectional communication”, could be paralleled to the challenges to put the citizen in control of their personal data [12, 18]. By applying the Solid ecosystem approach to two high-impact use
cases, the Flemish Government aims to build up the skills and capacity to put the
citizen in control.
This article is further structured as follows. In the next section, we present the challenges that we aim to tackle. After that, we explain the basics around Solid in Section
3. Next, in Section 4, we discuss our approach for tackling the challenges using Solid,
followed by a discussion of our implementation in Section 5. Finally, we conclude
and present our lessons learned in Section 6.

2

Challenges

Local and regional governments in Flanders, the northern federated state of Belgium1,
aim to empower citizens in reusing their personal information online in different contexts such as public services, banking, health insurance, and telecom providers. Governments are often the custodian of authoritative personal data, such as a domicile
address or medical information, which are administered by public administrations in
various information systems. Government administrations in Flanders share and reuse
authoritative personal data between their various back-office applications to reduce
the administrative burden for citizens [3], which is an implementation of the European
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‘once-only principle’2. However, public administrations are struggling to put the citizen in control.
A first challenge is that government administrations struggle to keep personal data
such as email addresses, telephone numbers or bank account numbers up to date. As
some citizens rarely have contact with their government, personal data is often outdated in the various information systems.
A second challenge concerns to allow citizens to reuse their data in a different context, such as a diploma when applying for a new job. The GDPR regulation 2016/679
states that “In order to ensure that consent is freely given, consent should not provide
a valid legal ground for the processing of personal data in a specific case where there
is a clear imbalance between the data subject and the controller, in particular where
the controller is a public authority and it is therefore unlikely that consent was freely
given in all the circumstances of that specific situation.” (European Commission,
2016, Article 43). To put it differently, the relationship between a government and a
citizen is commonly considered as an imbalanced relationship, since the government
wields more power than their citizens3. Therefore, a consent given by a citizen to
reuse the authoritative data managed in government information systems in the private sector, cannot be considered as freely given [8, 9]. Sharing data between government administrations in Europe is not based on a given consent, but has a specific
lawful basis.
Therefore, our main research question is: how governmental processes can be
streamlined by putting citizens in control of their authoritative personal data, within
the context of the GDPR regulation? This research question has two perspectives. On
the one hand, how can citizens share their data with government administrations? On
the other hand, how can citizens reuse their data stored in government information
systems in a different context?
This project evaluates how the decentralised principles of Solid [2, 19, 21, 24] can
tackle these hurdles. Solid is an ecosystem that enables individuals to store data in
their data pods. This gives users true control over their data, as they can choose where
their data resides, and who can access it. The outcome, based on the principles of
Linked Data and decentralisation, is valuable for putting the user back in control with
respect to public administrations and private organisations.

3

Solid

Solid [2] is a Web-based ecosystem that separates data from their applications, by
providing people with their personal data pod, in which they can store data independently of the applications that they or others use to access that data. People can
decide at a granular level which actors and applications can read from or write to
2

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/ministerial-declaration-egovernmenttallinn-declaration
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specific parts of their data. The contrast with current application architectures is illustrated in Figure. 1: instead of depending on a few applications that act as a gatekeeper
of the data of large groups of people, the citizen is put in control of their personal
data. Applications need to request access from the citizen in order to be able to operate on their data.
Importantly, Solid is not an application or platform, but a protocol: a collection of
open standards and conventions. It builds upon existing Web standards, including the
Linked Data stack [2], which can be implemented by anyone.

Fig. 1. Current applications are a combination of app and data. Thereby, the app becomes a
centralisation point, as all interactions with that data have to go through the app. By introducing
the concept of a personal data pod, Solid pushes data out of applications, such that the same
data can be managed with different applications. This removes the dependency on a centralised
application, as data can be stored independently in a location of the citizen’s choice.

A data pod is a personal storage space that can exist anywhere on the Web, such as on
your server, a shared community server, or a government-provided storage space.
Within this data pod, the owner has full permissions regarding data creation, editing,
and control management. The owner can decide to give specific permissions to other
people, such as allowing family members to see their holiday pictures or allowing
colleagues to read conference notes. Also, people, organisations and applications can
post a request to the public inbox of a pod to gain access to personal data. Within
Solid, people have at least one data pod for themselves, but they can additionally have
multiple other pods, for instance, for home data, work data, medical data, etc.
Whereas typical centralised applications require users to store their data within the
application, Solid turns this around by making data personal and allows users to use
any application on top of their data after granting explicit access. While simple applications work with just a single data pod, the real power of Solid becomes clear when
applications combine data from multiple data pods, giving way to decentralised ap-
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plications. For example, social network applications on Solid can store personal information such as posts, friends, comments, and likes in a personal data pod, while
their visualisation will require combining data across different data pods. This solves
two essential problems. First, data no longer needs to be copied in different applications, since applications will point to the single copy. Second, as a consequence
thereof, synchronisation problems no longer occur: because there is only one copy of
the data, applications can no longer have inconsistent versions of data.
Solid enables several capabilities that are typically missing in the current centralised
Web applications:
• Independent identity: people choose how they are identified and where their identity resides. In Solid, a personal identifier (WebID) is a URL 4.
• Control over data: people can grant and revoke fine-grained access permissions to
specific parts of their data.
• Choice of application: the danger of vendor lock-in is avoided as data can flexibly
be used by different applications.
For our purposes, Solid solves the aforementioned “data train” problem, precisely
because data does not move anymore between different government agencies. Instead,
each government agency goes directly to the original source of the data, which is the
data pod of the citizen. This addressed the problem of multiple copies and synchronisation, as well as the GDPR question of which agency has the right to access what
data attributes of a citizen since each agency makes an individual request to the data
pod. As such, the many processes focused on transporting data from one hop to the
next, will be refocused on reading and writing data from a pod.

4

Solid
uses
the
WebID-OIDC
https://github.com/solid/webid-oidc-spec

specification

for

authentication:
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Approach: exchanging personal information using Solid

In this section, we explain our approach for allowing citizens to share information
with their government and vice versa using Solid. We first start by explaining the
requirements of this approach. After that, we discuss two real-world scenarios that
make use of this approach: (1) citizens sharing data, such as contact preferences (e.g.
email address, telephone number), stored in a pod and (2) reusing authoritative government data in the private sector, such as diplomas, where the citizen keeps the diploma that has been digitally signed by the university and the government holds an
indelible
copy.

4.1

Requirements

For our use cases, we assume that all citizens can be identified uniquely with a globally unique Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), referred to as a WebID 5. This WebID
points to a Linked Data document with more details about the citizen, in particular, a
pointer to the personal data pod. Furthermore, we assume that all government departments and organisations have a WebID and data pod. An overview of the required
components can be seen in Figure 2.
Typically, Solid data pods have a public inbox where anyone can post messages for
the owner, where the messages can then only be read, modified, and removed by the
owner. We assume this convention is met for all data pods, as we make use of this
functionality for the communication between users.

Fig. 2. The required components for our use cases. All governmental organisations (first row),
all citizens (second row) have a data pod, WebID, and inbox.
5
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4.2

Use case: Citizens sharing personal information

The Flemish government has developed a digital assistant that offers an integrated
user experience when citizens interact with the different government administrations.
A telling example is to provide citizens with notifications regarding the status of their
public service, via a preferred channel. As the majority of the citizens have few digital
interactions with their government, compared to interactions with the private sector,
contact information and information about their preferences are often outdated. Therefore the roles are swapped, and the citizen’s pod becomes the source for primary contact information and preferences. This use case addresses the first challenge and
avoids that users have to keep their data up-to-date in the various portals of public and
private organisations, which has an impact on the timeliness of the data.
We use an email address to illustrate this use case, which applies to any personal
information.
Preconditions: citizen Alice (A) can be identified uniquely by her WebID. Also, A
has a personal online data store (pod), hosted on a Solid Server (S). Likewise, organisation (O) has a WebID and a pod.
Use Case 1.1: Share personal data. A authenticates to O, using secure delegated access. After successful authentication, A can grant O access to her email address by
adding the WebID from O. O can read the email address from the pod after successful
authentication. Extension: A can withdraw O the access to her email address.
Use Case 1.2: Manage personal data. A authenticates to her pod, using secure delegated access. After successful authentication, A can add her email address to her pod
via a user interface. Extension: A can modify or delete her email address.
Use Case 1.3: Request access to personal data. O posts a request to the public inbox
of A to gain access to the email address of A. After seeing this request, A grants O
read access to her email address and send a notification to the public inbox of O. O
receives the notification with a link to the original request. O can now read the email
address from A.
4.3

Use case: Citizens sharing authoritative information

Governments aim to empower citizens to reuse their personal information, stored in
authoritative data sources on different governmental levels. Telling examples are
sharing a diploma when applying for a new Job as can be seen in Figure 3, or obtaining information about their income and government depths when applying for a loan.
This use case evaluates a student that obtains a certificate from the university and
addresses the second challenge. As a citizen cannot give the government consent to
share their data with private partners, we put the user in control by storing the diplo-
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ma in the citizens’ pod. To put it differently, in the context of GDPR, the data subject
becomes the controller of the data. This scenario indicates that Solid allows reshaping
the relationship between citizens’, their authoritative data and the applications they
use in the public and private sector. If the citizen becomes an authentic source, legal
agreements must be made to ensure that the authorities have easy access to the data. If
the citizen refuses, the government can exercise this right as it does today in the tax
context [1].

Preconditions: citizen Alice (A) can be identified uniquely by her WebID. Also, A
has a pod, hosted on a Solid Server (S). Likewise, university (U) has a WebID and a
pod. An employer (E) of A also has a WebID.
Use Case 2.1: registering as a student. A registers as a student at U, and has to provide her WebID. This will allow the university to send certificates after graduating.
Use Case 2.2: maintaining provenance until graduation. U maintains the whole provenance chain until the graduation of A. The provenance chain describes the history of
a digital asset, in this case, a diploma, via a time-ordered sequence of provenance
records. This includes all followed courses, grades, teachers, … This information is
not publically accessible, only A has read access to this.
Use Case 2.3: obtaining a certificate. A asks for a (summarised) copy of the certificate, so that she can share it with third parties. U will produce a summary of this certificate (not including the whole provenance chain), and send this to the inbox of A’s
data pod. This certificate is digitally signed by U using asymmetric encryption.
Use Case 2.4: sharing a diploma. Now that A has a copy of her diploma in her inbox,
she can share it with anyone. For example, she can publish this on her data pod and
give read access for her employer’s WebID.
Use Case 2.5: checking the validity of a diploma. If E wants to check if the diploma
of A is valid, E has to check the signature of U on this diploma. E does this by extracting the signature from the diploma, determining the authority (U). This can be
done using existing document signing mechanisms, such as XAdES [4].
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Fig. 3. Authoritative government data on diplomas, valuable for reuse in the private sector.
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A digital assistant for Flemish citizens

In this section, we discuss the implementation of our approach into ‘Mijn Burgerprofiel’6 (My Citizen Profile), which is a smart digital assistant for Flemish citizens
[3] with an overview of all their authentic information and status information of their
interactions with the government. The authentication method of My Citizen Profile
depends on whether the citizen is using services that process information under
GDPR. The European security standard7 'electronic IDentification, Authentication and
trust Services' (eIDAS) defines a substantial degree of confidence in the claimed or
asserted identity of a person to substantially decrease the risk of misuse or alteration
of the identity8. Users can access personal data via the My Citizen Profile by using
their Belgian electronic identity card via a smart card reader or via their mobile
phone, with a SIM card and their installed itsme ® application9.
As an example, we elaborate on the first use case that was discussed in the previous section, namely citizens sharing personal information (e.g., an email address). We
leave the other use case as future work. As mentioned in section 3, Solid detaches
application from data. As such, the implementation of our approach requires two
components: (1) storage for data pods, and (2) an application for viewing and using
relevant personal information. We discuss both components hereafter.

6

https://overheid.vlaanderen.be/mijn-burgerprofiel
https://www.eid.as/home/
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9
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5.1

Storage for data pods.

For our implementation, we make use of the Node Solid Server (NSS) 10 (version
5.0.1) to create and host data pods. If the user already has a pod, this can be used to
share personal information. NSS implements the required specifications to allow users
to register for a WebID and data pod, after which the server hosts this data pod and
allows interaction using the Web Access Control specification 11. NSS allowed us to
create Solid pods for any citizens and governmental organisations. As such, the government provides data pods for all citizens by default. However, if citizens desire
more control over their pod, they can choose to host a data pod themselves, for example by running NSS privately on their server.
5.2

Application for interacting with personal information

In order to allow governmental organisations to request access to specific information
of a citizen, or to view the actual information when access has been granted, we extended My Citizen Profile, where all Flemish citizens have a profile. Currently, this
information is stored centrally within the databases of My Citizen Profile. For this
work, we created a modified version of My Citizen Profile that instead stores information within the data pod of each citizen. The Flemish Government that hosts My
Citizens Profile is a governmental organization, will also have one WebID, just like
each citizen.
For our use case, we focus on storing the email address of a citizen. To achieve
this, we implemented three components: a Solid linker, an email extractor, and an
email visualizer. These components will be explained hereafter.

5.3

Solid linker

Within the profile settings of My Citizens Profile, we added a field where people can
link their account with any Solid WebID, as can be seen in Figure 4. This involves
logging in with any WebID via a pop-up window. By default, each profile is linked
with the default government-provided WebID.

5.4

Email extractor

If a citizen has a valid Solid WebID linked to its My Citizens Profile account, the
application can attempt to extract its email address by following the links to the file in
its data pod that contains an email address. Based on a WebID, the email extractor
component can determine the URL through which the file is available in the user’s

10
11

https://www.npmjs.com/package/solid-server
https://github.com/solid/web-access-control-spec
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data pod. With this URL, the extractor will perform an HTTP GET request, together
with the authentication token of My Citizen Profile WebID.
If My Citizen Profile has been granted read-access to this file by the citizen, the
content of this file will be returned; otherwise an authorisation error will be returned
by the data pod of the citizen. If no errors were encountered, the email extractor component will return the discovered email address.

5.5

Email visualizer

On the personal My Citizen Profile overview page, a field is added that shows the
email address of the user if this could be found. For this, the email extractor component is invoked based on the WebID that is linked to the current user. This information is always extracted on-the-fly, which means that this fact is never stored on
any other location other than the citizen’s data pod. This also means that when the
citizen modifies the value, that My Citizen Profile, and any other authorised organizations, will be able to see the updated value immediately. This visualizer can be used in
automated processes, such as sending reminders on, e.g., upcoming elections.

Fig. 4. The front-end design of the Digital Assistant, including the citizen's consent for reusing
data from their personal data store.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we presented insights on the implementation of Solid in the Region of
Flanders. The Flemish government adapted the My Citizens Profile to be interoperable with the Solid ecosystem to put the citizen in control of their data. We addressed
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two compelling challenges; firstly that government administrations struggle to keep
personal data up to date, and secondly to allow citizens to reuse their data stored in
government information systems in a different context. This initiative demonstrated
that the Solid ecosystem provides an answer to the challenges by proposing personal
data pod for every citizen, which enables them to share their data.
New avenues for future research include investigating methods to keep the most
recent version of a (summarised) copy of the authoritative data, such as a domicile
address, in the users’ data pod. This should ensure that the information that is shared
by citizens with the private sector is always up-to-date. Another obvious extension to
this research is to inform the user with the nature of the given consent to reuse data
from their pod, including: the identity of the reuser, the purpose, the fact that data
only will be used for automated decision-making, and/or information whether the
consent is related to an international transfer of data [6]. This concept is referred to as
‘informed consent’ and could be implemented as a set of templates in combination
with the users’ preferences, which should be exchanged through a standardised vocabulary [11]. Also, all actions should be logged transparently in the pod, including
access to data, data modifications, giving consent and revoking of the rights, comparable to expenses on our bank account [24]. This fine-grained and structured log can
also be used to detect anomalies and data breaches by using machine learning algorithms. To complete, future research should certainly focus on the different challenges
of open government ecosystems applied to the Solid ecosystem, more specific on
policy, the role of the different actors and sustainable economic models.
Solid builds upon existing Web standards and methods such as Linked Data and
decentralisation, therefore Solid can be seen as process innovation rather than technological innovation. As the Flemish My Citizen Profile also builds upon Web standards, including the Linked Data stack, integration with Solid pods was straightforward. We have used an email address to illustrate this case, but the intention is to
broaden this to all personal data. The right as a citizen to have control over personal
data could be paralleled with other basic needs. However, it is a challenge to ensure
that people have at least one data pod. The Flemish Government provides a guaranteed, uninterrupted and minimal supply of electricity, gas and water for household
use12. This principle could be extended by offering the citizens a free amount of data
storage at a supplier of their choice.
We expect that the insights from this Flemish Solid Pilot can speed up the process
in public administrations and private organisations that face the same complexity
when
trying
to
put
the
user
back
in
control.
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